
The
story of

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Props: river pictures, demo kit, bottles of treated and untreated water, water use pictures (blue 10l bottle if poss)Handouts – toothy timersCan we live without water?Explain how important it is



The              cycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So where does the water come from – run the water cycle slide and talk over itPrecipitation – different formsClay and chalk – boreholesEvaporationCondensationWater cycle - same water dinosaurs drank



Can we drink river 
?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rain flows into rivers and lakes – what might be living in/near rivers and lakes Use picturesThis water is perfect for them  to hide and feedWould you drink river water? Why?What is in it? ‘Make’ river water – we definitely wouldn’t drink this it needs treating



A treatment 
works

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is one of out treatment worksShow untreated bottle and treated bottle….we take water that looks like this (untreated bottle) and turn it into water that we can drink like this (treated water)



How is
made safe to drink 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demonstrate simple treatment process – just focus onScreeningClarificationSand filtrationExplain that there are some other processes e.g. we add chlorine to kill of germs. So now the water has to get to you….how do you think that happens?



How gets to your
house

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk through distribution



Under the ground

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have pipes of different sizes.What do you use water for – children hold up the pictures.What if we wanted to use less water how could we do this?  Talk through the pictures in turnKeep the teeth cleaning and hand washing to last.Explain they will get a toothy timer (Use blue bottle if available)It is very important we keep cleanPractise how to wash hands –hands palm up, squirt on soap, rub togetherTurn bottom hand over so are cleaning the top and down between fingers Top hand goes underneath to clean top of it and down between fingersTurn hands so are gripping each other – now we are washing under our finger nailsRinse



What can you do to use 
less water?

Turn off the tap 
when you clean 

your teeth

Have a short 
shower or 
shallower 

bath

Use the big and 
small flush 

buttons properly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So remember to use less water when you can so that we can leave as much as possible in the rivers for the fish and other creatures.
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